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Abstract

Understanding the frictional properties of nanostructured surfaces is important due to their increasing application in modern miniaturised devices. In this work, lateral force microscopy was used to study the frictional properties between an AFM nanotip and surfaces bearing well-defined nanodomes comprising densely packed prolate spheroids, of diameters ranging from tens to hundreds of nanometres. Our results show that the average lateral force varied linearly with applied load, as described by Amontons’ first law of friction, although no direct correlation between the sample topographic
properties and their measured friction coefficients was identified. Furthermore, all the
nanodomed textures exhibited pronounced oscillations in the shear traces, similar to
the classic stick-slip behaviour, under all the shear velocities and load regimes studied.
That is, the nanotextured topography led to sustained frictional instabilities, effectively
with no contact frictional sliding. The amplitude of the stick-slip oscillations, $\sigma_f$, was
found to correlate with the topographic properties of the surfaces, and scale linearly
with the applied load. In line with the friction coefficient, we define the slope of
this linear plot as the *stick-slip amplitude coefficient* (SSAC). We suggest that such
stick-slip behaviours are characteristics of surfaces with nanotextures, and that such
local frictional instabilities have important implications to surface damage and wear.
We thus propose that the shear characteristics of the nanodomed surfaces can not be
fully described by the framework of Amontons’ laws of friction, and that additional
parameters (*e.g.* $\sigma_f$ and SSAC) are required, when their friction, lubrication and wear
properties are important considerations in related nanodevices.

Keywords: Friction, Amontons’ laws, Stick-slip, nano-textured surfaces, nanostructured
surfaces, nanodomes, nanotribology.

As the dimensions of modern devices miniaturise, the surface-to-volume ratio in the
system increases concurrently, and consequently surface-related issues such as friction, ad-
hesion and stiction become increasingly important.\textsuperscript{1-6} Recent advances in nanopatterning
techniques such as template printing, spin coating, nanolithography,\textsuperscript{7} ion beam lithography\textsuperscript{8}
and micromachining\textsuperscript{9} have facilitated ready implementation of nano- to micro-sized surface
patterns in modern devices for enhanced or additional performance and functionalities, for
example in applications such as gas sensors, batteries and magnetic storage.\textsuperscript{10} Therefore, un-
derstanding the tribological properties of surfaces with well-defined nanotextures is relevant
to these modern applications.

Although it is reported that the frictional behaviour of textured surfaces is generally
different compared to smooth surfaces, a clear understanding of the mechanisms underlying
friction and wear of surfaces bearing nanotextures is yet to be fully established.\textsuperscript{11} Many
friction studies have focused on testing the validity and applicability of Amonton’s laws, that is, how the frictional force $f_s$ depends on the applied load, the sliding velocity and the contact area. However, despite it being widely accepted that surface roughness greatly influences tribological behaviour, a unified relationship between roughness, friction and adhesion at the nanoscale is yet to emerge.

Over the past decade, a number of friction studies have been carried out on surfaces with well-defined topographies. Ando et al.\textsuperscript{12,13} made atomic force microscope (AFM) adhesion and friction measurements on surfaces with spherical asperities of various radii of curvature, created by focused ion beam lithography, against a square tip of 0.49$\mu$m$^2$ in area, and found that the friction force decreased as the groove depth of the asperities and sliding speed increased. The same conclusions were reached by Mo et al.\textsuperscript{14} using a conventional AFM tip sliding across a surface patterned with gold nanopillars of 20$\mu$m in height and 2$\mu$m in diameter. Yoon et al.\textsuperscript{15} investigated the frictional behaviour of a silicon surface patterned with cone-shaped poly(methyl methacrylate) pillars of 500$\text{nm}$ in height, and with a pillar diameter of 50$\text{nm}$ at the top and 150$\text{nm}$ at the bottom, against a borosilicate glass sphere of 1.25$\mu$m in diameter attached to an AFM tip. They recorded a smaller friction coefficient on the patterned surfaces than on flat silicon, and attributed it to a reduction in the area of contact. In addition, the longer pillars exhibited a higher friction coefficient than the shorter ones, as the longer pillars underwent more elastic deformation which led to an increase in the contact area. Thormann et al. studied friction between 7 and 32$\mu$m silica micro-particles against silicon needles of 3$\mu$m in length spaced 1.4$\mu$m apart, and concluded that the friction coefficient was independent of the apparent number of contact points and the sliding velocity.\textsuperscript{16} Using a tribometer, Zou et al. reported a significant decrease in friction and adhesion on a silicon surface sparsely textured with 200$\text{nm}$ nanoparticles, against a large spherical tip of 100$\mu$m in radius, which was again attributed to a decrease of the real area of contact as compared to a flat surface.\textsuperscript{17} Conversely, Choi et al. reported a non-linear increase of friction between porous anodic alumina films of
increasing porosity and an increase of the friction coefficient compared to flat aluminium, when measured using an AFM mounted with tips of 930nm and 2280nm in radius. This was attributed to the increased contribution of the contact with adjacent surface features as well as the decreased stiffness of the porous material.\textsuperscript{18} More recently, Pilkington \textit{et al.} studied the frictional behaviour of several different surfaces bearing nanodomes, nanorods, nanograins and nanodiamonds against both modified and unmodified AFM tips.\textsuperscript{19} They reported a linear increase of friction with the applied load and noticed a weak velocity dependence. Furthermore, they found that the frictional traces exhibited large oscillation, \textit{i.e.} peaks and troughs, whose magnitude and density depended upon the topographical nature of the nanotextured surfaces. From these conclusions, it seems important to consider the shear characteristics, \textit{i.e.} the transient behaviour of the lateral force as a function of time, as well as the load and velocity dependence of friction, in order to fully characterise the frictional properties of such nanotextured surfaces.

The oscillations in the shear traces observed by Pilkington \textit{et al.}\textsuperscript{19} are similar to the stick-slip behaviour between two sliding surfaces under certain conditions. Stick-slip motion can be found at all length scales, ranging from the atomic scale up to the macroscale where stick-slip is responsible for common-life phenomena such as the noise of squeaking doors and car brakes’ squeal.\textsuperscript{20} Furthermore, natural phenomena such as earthquakes have also been recognised as being the result of stick-slip frictional instabilities of rocks.\textsuperscript{21} At the microscale level, the deformation of asperities under stress needs to be taken into consideration. Thus, the rate of deformation and the increase of the contact area caused by the creep of the contacting asperities as well as ageing effects are important factors.

Macroscopically, stick-slip behaviour is defined as a period of long stick followed by rapid sliding of the contacting surfaces, with the static friction coefficient $\mu_s$ depending on the mating time of the surfaces. For instance, its magnitude has been found to grow logarithmically with the sliding velocity\textsuperscript{22-24} in a humid environment\textsuperscript{25} as the contact area increased with time due to asperities’ creep. This phenomenon is commonly described using
rate and state-dependent laws such as the *Dieterich-Ruina law*.\textsuperscript{26,27} Recently, an analogy between this phenomenon and interfacial bonding has been made in a rate and state friction experiment between silica surfaces in slide-hold-slide experiments employing AFM.\textsuperscript{28}

Many models have been developed in order to understand and explain the effects of stick-slip at the nanoscale, relating it to parameters such as the mechanical and the molecular properties of the interacting bodies. For instance, the *surface topology model* relates the stick-slip amplitude and frequency to both roughness and mechanical properties of the rubbing materials. Whereas *rate and state models* have been used to describe the freeze-melting transition cycles in the case of lubricated systems studied with the surface force apparatus (SFA).\textsuperscript{29} The *Prandtl-Tomlinson model* is frequently used to describe stick-slip motion\textsuperscript{30,31} which is particularly relevant to AFM measurements. In this simple model, the AFM tip, represented by a point mass elastically coupled to a sliding mass, interacts with a periodic sinusoidal potential. Under certain conditions, the tip gets stuck in a potential minimum until it acquires enough potential energy to “climb up” the potential hill, before getting stuck again at the next minimum. The cycle then repeats again, thus producing the characteristic saw-tooth pattern in the shear trace, evocative of the unstable sliding motion of the tip on the surface. Although the *Prandtl-Tomlinson model*, due to its simplistic nature, is not able to describe all the characteristics of a real tribological system, it remains widely used and provides accurate correlations with AFM experiments on various atomically flat surfaces.\textsuperscript{32,33}

It is also able to describe many useful properties of dry friction, for instance the influence of system parameters such as stiffness as well as the potential amplitude and periodicity on the transition between stick-slip and continuous friction regimes.\textsuperscript{31} The use of an interaction potential, however, implies that important information regarding both the properties of the tip (e.g. material properties, radius of curvature) and the contact surfaces (e.g. topography) are explicitly considered.\textsuperscript{34}

However, the stick-slip behaviour and mechanisms involving nanotextured surfaces are not particularly well studied, where both the macroscopic material properties and the well-
defined topography of nanotextures are expected to make convoluted contributions to the overall frictional behaviour of these surfaces. Here, we report the stick-slip frictional behaviour of nanodomed-textured surfaces with varying topographic features measured by friction force microscopy. Our results will provide an insight towards the stick-slip mechanisms involved on surfaces with well-defined nanotextures which are increasingly encountered in modern device design. Although numerous previous studies have focused on the friction and adhesion behaviour of nanostructured surfaces, few have taken into consideration the sustained frictional instabilities that are induced by the presence of nanotextures on surfaces, which may have important implications to the wear characteristics of such surfaces.
Results and Discussion

Characterisation of nanodomes

Figure 1: AFM micrographs of nanodomed-textured samples with an average dome diameter of (a) to (d) $\phi = 35, 64, 92$ and 157 nm, respectively. A line profile, corresponding to the black line, is shown on the inset in each figure, revealing the profile of individual domes.
Figure 2: (a) Nanodome diameter $\phi$ vs. the anodisation voltage, and (b) average dome height $h$ vs. average dome diameter $\phi$.

In order to characterise the topography of the nanodomed-surfaces, the samples were imaged by tapping mode AFM. For image analysis, a first order levelling was applied prior to the calculation of the topography parameters and the surface height minima were set to 0 nm. Densely-packed nanodomes were found on the surface, whose topographic properties (i.e. dome diameter $\phi$, mean roughness $R_a$, r.m.s. roughness $R_q$ and dome height $h$) varied depending on the anodisation voltage applied during the preparation process. In line with previous reports, and as seen in the line profile insets in Figure 1, the domes had a prolate spheroid shape, whose diameter $\phi$ varied from 23 nm to 230 nm, and a height $h$ calculated using topographic line profiles ranging from 1.8 nm to 32 nm. Detailed sample characteristics can be found in Table S1. A 2D FFT of the images (cf. Figure S3) did not reveal the presence of any long range order. The diameter $\phi$ of the domes obtained varied approximately linearly with the anodisation voltage as shown in Figure 2(a), and the correlation between other topographical parameters and the dome diameter was less clear-cut. However, a general trend of increasing dome height was observed with the increasing dome diameter (cf. Figure 2(b)). Our friction measurements were performed between a
nano-sized AFM tip of 20nm nominal radius and 20nm height and these textured surfaces bearing densely packed prolate spheroid nanodomes of different dimensions and of different nano-roughness.

**Friction signal characteristics**

![Figure 3](image)

Figure 3: (a) A typical friction shear trace obtained on samples bearing nanodome textures. This profile is obtained on a surface bearing nanodomes of $\phi = 92\text{nm}$ at a $v = 10\text{μm/s}^{-1}$ velocity under an applied load of $L = 10\text{nN}$. The blue lines correspond to the averages for the trace (upper) and retrace (lower) in the friction loop. The red lines denote how the standard deviations from the mean are defined for the trace ($\sigma_t$) and retrace ($\sigma_r$); (b) 1D Fourier transform of the friction trace presented in (a), revealing three peaks. The first peak represents the spatial frequency corresponding a dome diameter of $\phi_0 = 111\text{nm}$, the two other peaks being higher harmonics.

First, it should be noted that the friction force is defined here as the average lateral force experienced by the tip. The shear trace profiles obtained are dominated by sharp, recurring peaks for all the nanodome samples at all the load and shear velocities examined. Examples of raw shear traces is shown in Figure 3, with further examples given in Figure S2. The presence of such characteristics has previously been reported in the literature on a wide range of nanostructured surfaces.\(^{19}\) Weilandt *et al.* studied friction at an highly orientated pyrolite graphite (HOPG) surface in a NaClO$_4$ electrolyte medium liquid and observed friction peaks corresponding to HOPG steps whilst scanning the step upwards and downwards. They
attributed the friction peaks to both topographic and frictional contributions.\textsuperscript{37} A similar conclusion was also reached by Müller \textit{et al.},\textsuperscript{38} who reported the presence of frictional peaks on HOPG under high vacuum, which were attributed to both topographic and electronic effects. Topographic-induced peaks were also reported on AgBr crystals and Ag\textsubscript{0} crystallite surface steps,\textsuperscript{39} resulting from the additional torque experienced by the tip on sudden surface elevations given by:

\[
\tau \approx Ls \left( \mu + \frac{dz}{dx} \right)
\]

where \(L\) is the external load, \(s\) is the distance between the tip vertex and the contact point and \(dz/dx\) is the first derivative of the surface height at the point of contact. Using grooved-silicon samples of varying groove depths (35 and 160 nm), Sung \textit{et al.}\textsuperscript{40} reported that the magnitude of the local surface slope greatly affected the variation of the friction force encountered, and that the lateral force decreased for negative slope changes and increased for positive slope changes. This is in contradiction with the macroscopic \textit{Ratchet mechanism}, which states that the change in friction is related solely to the nature of the slope itself,\textsuperscript{41} giving rise to a coefficient of friction described by:

\[
\mu = \mu_0 + \tan \theta
\]

where \(\mu_0\) is the “true” coefficient of friction, corresponding to the friction coefficient on a smooth surface, and \(\theta\) is the slope angle of the asperity.

By performing a Fourier transform of the shear traces, it is clear that the oscillations present in the signal correspond closely to the average dome diameter \(\phi\) (\textit{cf.} Figure 3(b) and Figure 4(a); additional FFT of shear traces are given in the ESI in Figure S3). The magnitude of the peak, whose spatial frequency corresponds to the dome diameter, also increases with the applied load. This is evident in Figure 4(a) where the Fourier transforms of the shear traces obtained for the sample with an average dome diameter of \(\phi = 175\) nm acquired at a velocity \(v = 10\mu m s^{-1}\) at different loads are presented. Similar observations
Figure 4: (a) 1D Fourier Transforms of the shear traces obtained for the $\phi = 175\,\text{nm}$ nano-dome textured surface at a velocity $v = 10\,\mu\text{m}\,\text{s}^{-1}$. The curves are shifted vertically for clarity. A linear increase of the magnitude of the peak, whose spatial frequency corresponds to the average dome diameter, with the load $L$ (b) is observed.

have also been made by Sundararajan et al.\textsuperscript{42} on an AFM calibration grid consisting of 5\,\mu m and 10\,\mu m square pits. The direct topographic contributions consisted of localised lateral signal variations due to changes in surface elevation, resulting in peaks in the trace signal and valleys in the retrace signal. A similar behaviour was found at the microscale in a study where a silicon nitride ball attached to a tribometer was rubbed against a silicon sample with etched ridges of varying depths.\textsuperscript{43,44} At a constant applied load, the presence of peaks in the friction signal corresponded to the spacing of the grooves. Thormann et al. also studied the characteristics of frictional shear traces on surfaces bearing vertically aligned micro-needles of 3\,\mu m height spaced 5\,\mu m apart using a silica colloidal probes of 7\,\mu m and 32\,\mu m in diameter. They noticed large oscillations in the shear signal, whose Fourier transform revealed a spatial frequency corresponding of the spacing between the micro-needles when the 7\,\mu m probe was used. This called for a model in which both the climbing of asperities and the deformation of the needles should be taken into account.\textsuperscript{16}

Furthermore, the magnitude of the peak corresponding to the average nanodome diam-
eter in the Fourier transform data magnitude increases linearly with the applied load $L$, as demonstrated in Figure 4(b). This means that the oscillations in the signal due to the presence of the nanotextures on the surface become more pronounced and well-defined as the applied load increases. The presence of such a well-defined peak is particularly noticeable at low scanning velocities. At high velocities, the tip might jump over a number of nanodomes during one stick-slip cycle. The samples with nanodomes of $\phi = 179$ nm at velocities of $v = 1, 10$ and $100 \mu$m s$^{-1}$ (cf. Figure S3(g-i)) supports this argument, as the peak corresponding to the nanodome diameter becomes less defined as the velocity increases, with further peaks appearing at lower spatial frequencies (i.e. higher spacing) as the shear velocity increases.

Our observations of the stick-slip-like shear characteristics on nanodomed surfaces are thus consistent with previous studies,\textsuperscript{16,19,37–39,42–44} in which the surfaces also bore textures or topographic features. It is also well established that stick-slip could occur at low shear velocities for lubricated surfaces.\textsuperscript{45} However, due to the regularity of the nanotextures of our model surfaces, the occurrence of these frictional oscillations we have observed persisted through all the load and velocity regimes ($1 \mu$m s$^{-1}$ to $100 \mu$m s$^{-1}$) for all the nanodome sizes. That is, we did not observe smooth, kinetic sliding friction on the nanodome samples. Such sustained frictional instabilities are thus characteristic to the surface bearing well-defined nanotextures.

**Friction-load relationship**

A linear relationship between the applied external load and the resulting lateral force is observed for all samples in accordance with Amontons’ first law of friction. It is important to note that due to the absence of smooth kinetic sliding, the lateral force $f_s$ values were determined as half the difference between the average of the oscillations in the shear trace and retrace (cf. the blue lines in Figure 3). An example $f_s - L$ plot for the $\phi = 92$ nm dome sample at $0.5 \mu$m s$^{-1}$ shear velocity is shown in Figure 5, exhibiting a linear relationship for
both loading and unloading cycles. This relationship holds for all surfaces tested at shear velocities \( v \) ranging from \( 1 \mu m s^{-1} \) to \( 100 \mu m s^{-1} \). A finite friction force \( f_0 \) extrapolated at zero load can be attributed to the contributions by the adhesive force which can be considered as an effective load, as shown in the equation derived by Derjaguin:

\[
f_s = f_0 + \mu L
\]  

(3)

Figure 5: Linear dependence of the lateral force \( f_s \) on the applied load \( L \), for the \( \phi = 92 \text{nm} \) nanodomed textured surface at \( v = 0.5 \mu m s^{-1} \) applied load velocity. The linear fit is for both loading (▲) and unloading (▼) cycles. The slope gives a friction coefficient of \( \mu = 0.78 \). The error bars represent the standard deviation from the mean of the shear traces. A finite friction force, \( f_0 \), is registered at the zero applied load as indicated by the arrow and is attributed to contributions from adhesion.

The apparent linear relationship between \( f_s \) and \( L \) exhibited here is consistent with previous frictional studies on nanostructured surfaces. For instance, such a behaviour has previously been reported by Pilkington et al.\textsuperscript{19} on surfaces bearing nanoseeds, nanodiamonds, nanodomes and nanorods and in that study the linear relationship was discussed using various existing models. At the microscale, the linear nature of the friction-load relationship is commonly explained using models based on the Bowden and Tabor theory,\textsuperscript{46} which states
that the real area of contact varies linearly with the applied load. The original model states
that this relationship holds as long as the surfaces are plastically deformed. However, the
inclusion of the Hertzian elastic deformation for multiple asperity contacts, complemented
by the work of Greenwood and Williamson,\textsuperscript{47} allows the retrieval of the linear relationship
providing that the asperities have an exponential or Gaussian distribution of heights. At the
atomic scale, where single asperity contacts are considered, explanations based on the \textit{Tom-
linson model}\textsuperscript{30,31} and the \textit{Cobblestone model}\textsuperscript{48} have been used, with both models considering
the energy dissipation as the result of climbing the asperities.

However, such a linear relationship between $f_s$ and $L$ has not always been observed for
surfaces with nanotextures. In a previous AFM study, friction was measured between a
320 nm SiO$_2$ bead and porous anodic alumina films with pore sizes ranging from 31 nm to
372 nm. A non-linear dependence of the friction coefficient upon pore size was found, and this
behaviour was explained by variations in the stick-slip effect which became more pronounced
as the porosity and surface roughness of the sample increased.\textsuperscript{18} The same conclusions were
reached in another AFM study on friction between ordered (Ni) nanoporous membranes with
pores of 270 nm and 370 nm and SiO$_2$ beads of 930 nm and 2280 nm in diameter.\textsuperscript{49}

Whilst our results support the applicability of Amontons’ first law to the nanodomed
surfaces when we consider the average lateral force as the friction force, a common practice in
AFM friction measurements, this is insufficient to fully characterise the shear characteristics
of these nanotextured surfaces, which show pronounced and sustained frictional instabilities
as discussed above.
Friction-topography relationship

![Graph showing friction coefficient μ vs. average dome diameter Φ, average dome height h, and r.m.s. roughness Rq](image)

Figure 6: The variation of the friction coefficient μ with the average dome diameter φ (a), average dome height h (b) and r.m.s. roughness Rq (c) at a 10μm s⁻¹ applied velocity, showing no correlation.

The friction coefficient μ of the samples is given by the slope of the friction vs. load curves (cf. Figure 5). The nanodomed surfaces may be considered as a convolution of the ubiquitous nanometre scale surface roughness superimposed on the domes of tens of nanometres in size. A number of previous studies have identified correlation between the surface topographic parameters and the friction coefficient. For instance, when studying the tribological behaviour of GeSbTe thin films, Bhushan and Koinkar found a linear correlation between the root mean square (r.m.s.) roughness of the samples and their resulting friction coefficient at loads greater than 140 nN, and explained this correlation using the Ratchet mechanism.⁴¹,⁵⁰

In our study, a lack of correlation is evident from the plot of the friction coefficient μ against the average dome size φ (average dome diameter), as shown in Figure 6 (a) at a shear velocity \( v = 10\mu m s^{-1} \). Such lack of correlation is true for the data at all other shear velocities studied. Plotting μ against the dome average height h as shown in Figure 6 (b), or the roughness parameter e.g. r.m.s. roughness \( R_q \) (c) or average surface roughness \( R_a \) (not shown) does not reveal any trend either. More recently, Pilkington et al. also observed no direct correlation between the friction coefficient and these roughness parameters; instead they reported a correlation between the friction coefficient and a parameter defined as the
geometric friction coefficient $\mu_g$. This $\mu_g$ was calculated by taking into account both lateral and vertical nano-features of the sample under investigation and the size of the AFM tip used during the experiments to include contributions to the friction coefficient from the average local slope of the nanotextures. Although this correlation was not straightforward, it was observed that for all surfaces tested, the friction coefficient could be split into two parts, namely an intrinsic and geometric friction coefficient $\mu_0$ and $\mu_g$, the latter being defined as:

$$\mu_g \approx \frac{\delta}{d}$$  \hspace{1cm} (4)

where $\delta$ and $d$ are coefficients related to the vertical and lateral length scales, making $\mu_g$ a good representation of the average surface slope. $\delta$ can therefore be represented in our case as the r.m.s. roughness $R_q$ or the average dome height $h$. The lateral length scale $d$ takes into account the tip radius $R$ and the average dome diameter $\phi$ and can be expressed as follows:

$$d \approx R + \frac{1}{2} \phi$$  \hspace{1cm} (5)
Figure 7: Variation of the friction coefficient, measured at a $v = 10 \mu \text{m s}^{-1}$ shear velocity, with respect to surface average local slope $\mu_i^i$, where $i$ is calculated using the the sample r.m.s. roughness $R_q$ (a) and the average dome height $h$ (b).

Once again, no correlation was found between the friction coefficient and these parameters (cf. Table S3 and Figure 7). A possible reason for this is that the friction encountered in our work results from the unstable sliding of the tip on the surface with no kinetic sliding.

One could argue that, although the dimension of the domes was systematically varied, the topographic geometry of the surface textures was retained, and thus the surface average slope did not vary greatly from sample to sample. However, we would like to relate to our discussion above, i.e. the shear characteristics of the nanodomed surfaces show sustained frictional instabilities with no kinetic frictional sliding observed. Thus, we suggest that the rationales and considerations proposed in previous studies, applicable to frictional sliding, cannot be readily applied to our results.
Contribution to friction by adhesion

![Graphs showing the variation of pull-off force and friction force at zero load vs. average dome diameter.](image)

Figure 8: (a) Variation of the pull-off force, \( f_p \), with nanodome average diameter \( \phi \). (b) Friction force at zero load, \( f_0 \), vs. \( \phi \). The dashed lines are a guide to the eye.

The contributions of the adhesive force as an effective load to overall friction are evident in Figure 5, where a finite friction force, \( f_0 \), is registered at zero applied load. The pull-off forces, related to adhesion, measured by taking a series of 18 force-distance curves, are plotted against the sample average dome diameter \( \phi \) in Figure 8(a). There is a mild increase of \( f_p \) with \( \phi \). The adhesion between the AFM tip and the nanodomed surface is likely to arise from van der Waals forces and surface tension of bridging water menisci possibly present between the AFM tip and the surface; the latter is expected to dominate the measured adhesion or pull-off force, as the friction measurements were carried out in ambient conditions. Furthermore, the surfaces were UV-Ozone treated before the AFM measurement, rendering the surfaces hydrophilic.\(^{51}\) It is also possible that menisci formed at the contacting asperities, giving rise to an attractive force due to the negative Laplace pressure inside the curved menisci. The large scatter in the data is due to the variation of the contact area, as the measurements were carried out at different contact spots, hence allowing the probe to land on top or in-between nanodomes. It is expected that the pull-off force measured would be lower if the
probe comes into contact with the surface on the apex of a dome rather than on a valley between domes. Similar positional variations in adhesion forces were found in a previous colloidal probe AFM study on structured rough surfaces, where a series of pull-off forces were acquired between a borosilicate glass sphere and a silicon calibration grid bearing triangular features. Smaller pull-off values were registered when the contact spot was established on a single ridge as compared to when the contact was made with two ridges. In another AFM study where adhesion measurements were undertaken with a colloidal probe of 18 µm in diameter against a surface bearing 12 nm silica particles with different coverage densities (from 15 to 450 particles/µm²), the pull-off forces measured were originally high for low coverage densities, then reached a minimum before increasing again slightly as the sample roughness increased, due to a change in contact area. We thus ascribe the observed mild increase in the pull-off force with increasing dome diameter to the corresponding increase in the contact area. This interpretation is consistent with the observation of a mild increase in $f_0$, the friction force at zero applied load due to the adhesion contribution, as a function of dome diameter $\phi$, as shown in Figure 8(b). However, as we have discussed above, the stick-slip-like shear characteristics cannot be explained by invoking the adhesion contributions and are related to the presence of nanotextures.
Effect of shear velocity on the friction coefficient

![Graph showing the relationship between shear velocity and friction coefficient.]

Figure 9: Velocity dependence of the friction coefficient on the shear velocity for the $\phi = 23$ nm nanodomed surface.

For all the dome sizes studied, our results reveal mild variations of the friction coefficient with velocity $v$ within the error margin of the measurement, and $\phi$ vs. $v$ plot for the sample of dome size $\phi = 23$ nm is shown in Figure 9. The velocity dependence of friction has been the focus of numerous studies, and literature results on nanoscale friction measurements in ambient conditions have previously reported the velocity dependence of the friction coefficient ranging from a logarithmic increase, to a logarithmic decrease and to no dependence at all. For example, a weak linear decrease was observed by Koinkar et al. on a flat Si(100) substrate over a velocity range from 400 nm s$^{-1}$ to 400 $\mu$m s$^{-1}$. Similarly, Pilkington et al. observed a weak decrease in the friction coefficient measured across nanotextured surfaces with velocities ranging from 1 $\mu$m s$^{-1}$ to 200 $\mu$m s$^{-1}$, despite different characteristics of the shear traces of these surfaces.

In a model developed to account for the velocity dependence of nanoscale friction, the friction force is considered to arise from adhesion and the elastic deformation of the contacting asperities as well as the stick-slip behaviour. In the low velocity regime, the velocity
dependence may be explained using an extension of the Prandtl-Tomlinson model which takes into account thermal activation.\textsuperscript{56} During a “stick phase”, the probability for a thermally activated jump to occur would increase logarithmically as the velocity decreases, thus producing a logarithmic decrease of friction with the shearing velocity. A slight logarithmic decrease of friction was previously obtained in an FFM study on GeSbTe thin films of varied compositions and roughnesses\textsuperscript{57} and was attributed to the kinetics of the capillary condensation water at the interface between the tip and the asperities. Such interpretations however remain qualitative as the detailed features of the tip are not always accurately known. If adhesion contribution dominates the total friction force,\textsuperscript{54} we would expect a logarithmic decrease in friction with increasing shear velocity to track the decreasing number of menisci at the contacting interface. In our present case, the invariance of the friction coefficient with the sliding velocity is indicative of limited contributions to friction by adhesion. In addition, the shear velocity range tested may be insufficient to reveal the trends in different velocity regimes. For dry hydrophilic surfaces, a weak decrease of the friction force with the velocity has been reported within the range of velocities tested.\textsuperscript{55}

**Stick-slip frictional behaviour: the Stick-slip amplitude coefficient SSAC**

In addition to the analysis of the applied load and velocity dependence on friction, the shear traces obtained were further analysed to account for the pronounced oscillations in the signal induced by the presence of the nanodomes on the surface (\textit{cf.} Figure 3). These oscillations can be compared to a stick-slip frictional behaviour, and are in the present case attributed to the multiple collisions of the AFM probe with the topographic features of the surface, resulting in an unstable motion of the tip as it moves across the sample.

Previously, in an AFM study between an HOPG sample and an AFM tip in ultra-high vacuum conditions,\textsuperscript{38} it was shown that the increase in the lateral force experienced by the AFM tip was due to an increase of the dissipative energy barrier, \textit{i.e.} the Schwoebel-Ehrlich
barrier, at atomic step edges. This increased dissipation was convoluted to a topography-induced twist of the cantilever which resulted in a linear dependence between the lateral force experienced by the AFM cantilever and the applied load. This was later confirmed for other surfaces under ambient conditions and explained using a modified Prandtl-Tomlinson model which accounted for the tip-sample interaction at atomic surface steps.\textsuperscript{58} When the stick-slip behaviour from AFM friction measurements is considered in this model, the AFM tip is postulated to get stuck in a potential energy minimum, resulting in an abrupt increase of the lateral deflection signal. The tip then remains in this position until enough energy is obtained for the tip to slide again, resulting in an abrupt increase of the lateral deflection signal. During this process, the energy is therefore rapidly dissipated, and the tip gets stuck again.

At the nanoscale, the variations of the friction shear traces have previously been attributed to a correlation with the local slope of the surfaces. In a study on rough molybdenum disulphide coatings, the shear data were analysed by decomposing the signal into two components, namely a constant value and a fluctuating one, the latter being dependent upon the variation of the local surface slope.\textsuperscript{59} Fluctuations were also found in friction measurements on micro-grooved silicon surfaces at both micro- and nanoscale, where abrupt changes in topography led to sharp fluctuations in friction, hence an increase in the friction coefficient. In addition to this “slope” effect, it was also suggested that the collision of the tip with the asperities gave rise to an additional sharp peak in the signal as the tip’s linear momentum was converted to angular momentum. It was also noted that the increase of the lateral signal could further be enhanced by an abrupt increase of the normal load due to the sudden lateral jump of the tip.\textsuperscript{42}

In our study, the frictional signal consists of sharp peaks, suggesting that collisions between the tip and the nanodomains dominate. Indeed, the lateral shear signal exhibits an oscillatory period whose frequency approximately corresponds to the average dome diameter $\phi$ (\textit{i.e.} the distance between two domes, as the domes are closely packed), as confirmed by
the 1D FFT of the shear traces (cf. Figure 3(b) and Figure 4(a)). Such instabilities, considered in our case mean that the contact between the AFM probe and the surface is largely disrupted, in contrast to the classic frictional sliding where constant contact is maintained. Atomic stick-slip is normally observed at low velocities only, whereas frictional instabilities on our nanodomed surfaces are exhibited over a velocity range spanning over two orders of magnitude.
Figure 10: (a) Standard deviation of the shear signal, $\sigma_f$, versus the applied load $L$ for the $\phi = 92$ nm sample at a shear velocity $v = 2(\bigcirc), 5(\square)$ and $100$ μm s$^{-1}(\bigbullet)$. The error bars represent the standard deviation of $\sigma_f$ values. The slopes of the fitted curves are defined as the *stick-slip amplitude coefficient* (SSAC). (b) Variation of SSAC with shear velocity for the samples bearing nanodomes with an average diameter of $\phi = 64(\bigodot), 92(\bigtriangleup)$ and $157$ nm(○). (c-d) Variation of $\sigma_f$ under load $L = 5(\bigcirc), 10(\square)$ and $15$ nN(○) at shear velocity $v = 10$ μm s$^{-1}$ against the average dome diameter, $\phi$, (c) and the average dome height, $h$, (d). The dashed curves are logarithmic fits of the data points and a guide to the eye.

In order to characterise the magnitude of the instabilities encountered on our surfaces, we have examined the average of the standard deviation $\sigma_f$, averaged between the standard
deviation of the trace $\sigma_t$ and the retrace $\sigma_r$, at each load. This amplitude parameter, $\sigma_f$, is plotted against the applied load $L$ and shown for the $\phi = 92\,\text{nm}$ in Figure 10(a) at 2, 5 and 100 $\mu\text{m}\,\text{s}^{-1}$ velocities. It is clear from this plot that a linear relationship exists between the amplitude of the oscillations and the applied load. We define the slope of the linear trend as the *Stick-slip amplitude coefficient* (*SSAC*). Although the quantitative value of this coefficient also includes contributions from the feedback controller to the magnitude of the peak, the *SSAC* has an important semi-quantitative meaning. It relates to the amplitude of the energy dissipated between an oscillation to the applied load. A similar (linear) trend was also reported by Meine *et al.*,\textsuperscript{43,44} which was attributed to changes in the volume of sample elastically deformed when the probe hits a ridge.

In addition to the linear correlation between the amplitude of the oscillations and the applied load, a correlation has also been found between the sample topographic properties and the peak amplitudes, as shown in Figure 10(b) where the magnitude of the instabilities $\sigma_f$ is plotted against the average dome diameter $\phi$ at applied loads of 5, 10 and 15 $\text{nN}$. All three plots exhibit a logarithmic increase of $\sigma_f$ with the nanodome average diameter $\phi$. This contrasts the lack of correlation between the friction coefficient $\mu$ and the sample topographic properties (*cf.* Figure S4). Given the approximately linear relationship between the dome height $h$ and the dome diameter $\phi$ as shown in Figure 2(b), a similar correlation is also observed between $\sigma_f$ and $h$, as shown in Figure 10(d). However, we do not observe a clear correlation between *SSAC* and the shear velocity $v$, as evident from the *SSAC vs. v* plots for the three samples, *i.e.* $\phi = 64, 92$ and $157\,\text{nm}$ in Figure 10(b).
Figure 11: Variation of the Stick-slip amplitude coefficient (SSAC) against the surface friction coefficient.

In Figure 11, the friction coefficient of the nanotextured surfaces obtained at a velocity of $10\mu\text{m s}^{-1}$ is plotted against the stick-slip amplitude coefficient, and shows no explicit correlation. This suggests that the friction coefficient alone cannot provide a full description of the frictional behaviour of nanotextured surfaces where strong frictional instabilities are present. For example, a system could exhibit a low friction coefficient but with large frictional instabilities, i.e., with a large Stick-slip amplitude coefficient where sustained frictional instabilities dominate the overall frictional behaviour. This is of particular importance as most of the dissipated frictional energy is associated with energy instabilities, hence the SSAC parameter may serve as an indicator to wear properties of surfaces bearing nanodomes.

Conclusions

The frictional properties of surfaces bearing aluminium oxide nanodomes of well-defined geometry with features of various sizes were investigated by lateral force microscopy. The variation of the average lateral force was found to increase linearly with the applied load,
independently of the surface adhesion properties, in line with Amontons’ first law of dry friction. Variations of the friction coefficient with shear velocity only revealed a weak dependence. No correlation was found between the friction coefficient and the surface topographic properties such as surface roughness and mean height of the nanodomes. The traces were found to be dominated by large oscillations due to frictional instabilities and the amplitude of the oscillations varied linearly with the applied load. We define the slope of this linear variation the “Stick-slip amplitude coefficient” (SSAC). Furthermore, it was found that the SSAC had no direct correlation with the friction coefficient, but is related to the surface topographic parameters. We propose that in the case of nanotextured surfaces, the friction coefficient may not allow a full description of the frictional properties, and that a description of the magnitude of the frictional instabilities should be considered for nanotextured surfaces.

**Methods**

**Surface preparation**

Full preparation details of the nanodomes textured surfaces are given in the Electronic Supplementary Information section (ESI). A short description of the preparation is summarised as follows. Aluminium oxide nanodomes were prepared by a two-step anodisation of aluminium foil (Alfa Aesar), carried out in oxalic or sulphuric acid electrolytes, with the final size of the domes dependent on the applied voltage. Prior to the sample characterisation and friction measurements, the samples were cleaned with UV-Ozone (Jelight Company Inc, model 42A-220) treatment for 15 minutes.

**Friction measurements**

Friction measurements were performed using a Nanoscope Multimode III AFM equipped with a Picoforce controller (Veeco Instruments Ltd.), enabling closed-loop operation in the
normal direction. An uncoated, rectangular cantilever mounted with a tip of radius 10 nm was used (MikroMash CSC38-A, MikroMash, Estonia). Both normal and torsional spring constants were obtained by measuring normal and lateral resonance frequencies of the tip and the quality (Q) factors of the cantilever in air. These were then fitted, alongside with the cantilever’s lateral dimensions (250 µm in length and 35 nm in width), to the hydrodynamic function for the normal ($k_z$) and torsional ($k_t$) spring constants, respectively. The normal photodetector sensitivity ($\delta_z$) was obtained for each sample individually using the average slope of the compliance region on a series of 18 force-versus-distance curves. The lateral photodetector sensitivity ($\delta_t$, in V/rad) was determined using the method of tilting the AFM head, as suggested by Petterson et al.64

Friction shear traces in both directions (i.e. trace and retrace, cf. Figure 3) were measured by monitoring the lateral deflection of the cantilever obtaining 5 × 1 µm scans (512 points per line × 16 lines), with the scanning direction set perpendicular to the long axis of the cantilever. The feedback gains were kept low during the scans to avoid feedback-induced oscillations of the cantilever.65 The deflection setpoint was ramped up (i.e. increasing the load) to a maximum value of typically 3 V, and then down (i.e. decreasing the load) until the tip disengaged from the surface. The scanning velocity was also systematically varied from $v = 1$ to 100 µm s$^{-1}$. Each measurement was performed at two or more different locations on the sample. All measurements were conducted in air under controlled room temperature (21 ± 1 °C) and relative humidity (40 ± 10 % RH) conditions.

The data obtained were subsequently extracted in Matlab using an open-source software toolbox.66 For each frame, the average and the standard deviation of each shear trace were then calculated after eliminating the first and last 25 points of each trace, so as to eliminate the instabilities encountered by the tip as its scanning direction was changed. The lateral deflection $\delta V$ of the cantilever was taken as half of the difference between the trace and the retrace signals, and was further converted to the friction force as $f_s = \frac{\delta V \times k_t \times h_t}{h_{tip}}$, ($h_{tip} = 20$ µm).42 The adhesive pull-off force, i.e. the force necessary for the contact of the tip to
break the contact from the surface upon tip retraction, was also measured, and for each sample, 18 force-distance curves were made on a $3 \times 3$ grid at regular $1\mu m$ intervals before and after the friction measurements. There was no evidence of plastic deformation of our nanodomed surfaces, as no evidence of wear was detected after the friction measurements.
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